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Abstract

Speech quality evaluation of hands-free terminals is a
complex task. Several aspects have to be taken into ac-
count such as the various conversational situations and
a possibly nonlinear and time-variant system behavior.
The lack of access to the internal signal processing of
black box systems complicates a separate assessment of
the processed clean speech, echo, and noise. In this paper
we present an objective evaluation of the performance of
two hands-free systems in terms of echo attenuation and
speech distortion during double-talk. Based on an earlier
published signal separation method, we consider the pro-
cessed echo and the processed clean speech relative to the
respective unprocessed signal individually. Our findings
are compared with the results of a subjective listening
test.

Introduction

Quality measurements of speech enhancement systems
can be time-consuming and costly. In algorithmic re-
search and development, where the system under consid-
eration is regarded as a white box (i.e., internal signals
and states are accessible), the effect of the processing on
the microphone path input signal components (i.e., far-
end speaker’s echo, near-end speech, and noise) can in
principle be examined by separately processing the re-
spective input signal components with the same framing
and spectral weighting. This would then allow for a sep-
arate evaluation of each signal component. However, this
method is not applicable for black box systems, in which
case the internal processing is unknown. In this contri-
bution we examine an earlier published signal separation
method [1, 2] that allows to approximately compute the
processed speech, noise, and echo parts of the microphone
path output signal for the purpose of their individual
evaluation. The methodology assumes digital access to
the black box system (as is under consideration in ITU-
T’s SG12 focus group FITCAR (From/In/To Cars Com-
munication)), and that the input signal was generated
artificially by adding its components.

Specifically, the prerecorded local speech and noise sig-
nals and the echo signal picked up by the microphone
are added in real-time to constitute the microphone in-
put signal. At the same time, the enhanced system out-
put signal in sending direction is recorded in the digi-
tal domain. The separate processed signal components
are estimated offline subject to an approximate transfer

function computed in the STFT domain describing the
effect of the black box system. For details the reader
is referred to [1, 2]. The data gathered that way then
constitutes the basis for objective (and perhaps also sub-
jective) assessment of speech distortion, noise and echo
attenuation.

Experimental Setup

In this paper we apply the signal separation method to
evaluate two hands-free systems ([3] and one similar to
[4]—gain loss control not used), in the following referred
to as system A and B, respectively. Our measures of
interest, i.e., the quality degradation of the speech com-
ponent (sending direction) and the echo attenuation of
both systems, are first assessed objectively using the in-
dividual processed signal components, and subsequently
compared with the results of a subjective listening test of
the composite output signal. The systems are evaluated
after the initial convergence has taken place.

The input data to the hands-free systems is generated
synthetically using the NTT-AT speech and car noise
databases and a car impulse response. Four male and
four female speakers of American English were used for
the far-end and near-end speech signals. However, of all
possible combinations only 8 were chosen to obtain 2 far-
end/near-end combinations of male-female, female-male,
female-female, and male-male speakers. The far-end sig-
nal was filtered with the impulse response prior to the
addition with the near-end speech. The signal-to-echo
ratios (SERs) were 0, 5, and 10 dB, and 40 different noise
files were added with the signal-to-noise ratio conditions
(SNRs) of -5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, and ∞ dB. Thus we ob-
tained 840 different disturbed input signals.

Simulation Results

The performance of the speech enhancement systems in
terms of the PESQ MOS [5] and the SER improvement
is measured objectively. Rather than the SER improve-
ment, the (undisturbed) echo return loss enhancement
(ERLE) could have been considered as well, as is often
the case in the context of echo cancellation. However, it
has not been applied here since it does not compensate
for a possible gain variation taking place in the hands-
free systems, and mistakenly being measured as an echo
reduction. We estimate the SER improvement as the
difference between the output and the input signal SER.
These two measures are both averaged over all signals for
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Figure 1: Objective measurement results

each SNR and SER condition.

The objective measurement results are depicted in Fig.
1. It can clearly be seen that system B has PESQ MOS
values about 0.5 or more points higher than those of sys-
tem A. For the SER improvement the results of system
B are about 2-3 dB higher than those of system A. Fur-
thermore it can be noticed that the noise-free case (“SNR
Inf” in Fig. 1) yields a much higher PESQ MOS value for
system B than the noisy cases, whereas the improvement
for the noise-free case for system A is rather small.

The objective measures of the separate signal compo-
nents give an important hint about the expected sys-
tem performance and may prove useful for localizing the
cause of quality impairments. Yet, it is to be proven
that they correspond to the results of subjective quality
assessments.

For that reason, we have conducted a subjective listen-
ing test using a tool similar to the one described in [6].
A subset of only noise-free samples was taken from our
test database. 16 expert listeners had to rate if, and
to what extent, they preferred either of the two systems
over the other. Similar to the objective test, the quality
of the speech component and the residual echo level (not
the attenuation though) of system A and B have been
compared in a CCR-like test (see Table 1).

CMOS
Quality of the

Echo level
speech component

3 much better much weaker
2 better weaker
1 slightly better slightly weaker
0 about the same about the same

-1 slightly worse slightly stronger
-2 worse stronger
-3 much worse much stronger

Table 1: The used CMOS rating scale

The subjective test results can be seen from the bar chart
in Fig. 2. The chart depicts the CMOS values repre-
senting the preference of system B over system A col-
ored according to the SERs as in Fig. 1, along with the
respective 95% confidence intervals. The filled and the
empty bars stand for the speech component quality and
the echo level, respectively. The chart suggests a sig-

nificant preference of system B over system A, both in
terms of the speech quality and the echo level. The plot
indicates that the signal quality of system B was judged
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Figure 2: Subjective test results (CMOS) with 95% con-
fidence intervals for the noise-free case: speech component
quality (filled bars) and residual echo level (empty bars) for
system B relative to system A

to be approximately “better” (rating 2) with the echo
level being about “slightly weaker” (rating 1). This re-
sult corresponds to the objective measurement where sys-
tem B turned out to exhibit higher PESQ MOS values
and higher SER improvements. In particular, the de-
creasing CMOS value for the residual echo level towards
lower SERs seems to confirm the objective results in Fig.
1 where (for SNR → ∞) at SER = 10 dB system B is 3
dB better in terms of SER improvement, while at SER =
0 dB the difference is merely 2 dB. However, statistical
significance has to be proven in further tests.

Conclusions

In this paper we have applied the earlier published sig-
nal separation method to objectively evaluate the qual-
ity of two hands-free systems. We measured the quality
of the speech component and the echo attenuation dur-
ing double-talk using the processed signal components of
the enhanced output signal mixture. A CCR subjective
listening test was conducted for the noise-free case and
suggested a strong correspondence to the objective test
results. Listening tests for other noise cases are subject
of further studies. We conclude that the signal separa-
tion method appears to be a useful approach to obtain
objective results of speech enhancement systems with un-
known internal processing.
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